
Deputy Boss of Everything 
Tales Toolkit are looking for a 

Online global storytelling company boss, passionate about making a difference for children, looking for 
a creative partner in crime to help run and grow the business. We believe the littlest people have the 
biggest potential, do you? Tales Toolkit is an exciting, award winning, start-up trying to set the world 
alight with creativity, imagination and curiosity. You want to be part of this? 

What are we looking for? 

We’re looking for adaptable thinkers that are energised, organised and ready to contribute 
to something special. A grafter full of laughter with a passion for making a difference. 

You’ll have creative writing skills to help us shout about our greatness. You’ll be a juggler 
of jobs, organised and able to pay attention to the tiny details. Growing the business will 
excite you, drawing inspiration from lightbulb moments to drive you into action.

What will you be doing? 

As the Robin to the Founder’s Batman you’ll be right at the heart of things helping to run the business 
and picking up sparks of ideas to create fire. Getting in right at the start means you have the chance to 
become a leader in the business, creating your role of the future. 



 What do you get?

      The warm fuzzy feeling of knowing you’re making a difference to the future of young children

      Money (salary)

      Company laptop

      Flexible and remote working available

      Cake Friday

      An extra day off for your birthday

      Summer working trips to Margate on hot days and outdoor working in the Olympic Park

      Conservatory based office with lots of natural light and a garden.

      We’ll drive you to the station when it rains

      Free Tales Toolkit membership

Customer Happiness Captain

You’ll have the joys of interacting with 
our schools. You’ll get to hear their 
imaginative stories, help them solve 
problems and come up with creative 
ways to increase engagement.

PR Superstar 

You’ll get to work with our inspiring 
marketing mentor to help grow our  
reach and we’ll unleash you on our  
social media platforms.

Sales Extraordinaire 

Put on your commercial hat of global 
domination and help us suss out new 
markets and reach new schools.

Product Progress Patroller 

You’ll help make our product as top 
notch as it can be and come up with 
creative ideas for new Tales Toolkit 
directions.

Interested?
Please apply with a cover note, CV and anything else you’d like to 
include to Kate Shelley at info@talestoolkit.com We’d like to see you’ve 
thought about Tales Toolkit. Deadline for applications 10th August 2019.  
We look forward to hearing from you.

Based:  East London
Salary: £25,000- £29,000 (FTE)
Working Pattern: Initially 3-4 days a week (negotiable) potential for scope to full time


